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Sweet and Sour
Fish by King Adz

Berlin Street Vendor Style
//

Back in the day UK creative all-rounder King Adz
wanted to be a chef, however fate found him cooking
up a whole different type of creativity. With a start at the
famed Central Saint Martins College studying graphics,
Adz was expelled in his final year and went to work for a
skate wear label. The rest is creative history and he now
works in many creative roles around the world as an art
director, animation and music video director and food and
music writer. His latest offering The Urban Cookbook sees
a marriage of his two loves: urban creativity and food. We
take a look at his sweet and sour fish recipe taken from
the streets of Berlin. Yes, you heard right.

Ingredients:
1kg cod, haddock or salmon
plain flour
salt and black pepper
vegetable oil, for deep frying

104 - 105 recipe

Batter mix:
115g plain flour
55g cornflour
a pinch of salt
200ml cold fizzy soda water
Sweet and sour sauce:
500ml water
4 tablespoons sugar
2 carrots, finely sliced
1 medium onion, roughly chopped
3 peppers, chopped
125g pineapple chunks, drained and chopped
red colouring
1 tablespoon cornflour mixed with a little water
4 teaspoons clear vinegar (distilled malt vinegar)
“As in most cities of the world, Chinese dishes are a popular street
food. Berlin has a mental selection of Chinese restaurants and
takeaways, and this recipe, adapted from a dish I ate in one of them,
will keep you away from the MSG for a while. The dish can also be
made using chicken or prawns” explains King Adz.

Step One: Make that sauce
Put the water and sugar in a medium pan and heat until dissolved. In
another pan, lightly cook the carrots in boiling water, then drain and
add to the water and sugar mixture. Add the remaining vegetables,
pineapple and red colouring to the sauce. Use the cornflour mixture
to thicken the sauce. At this point it should be thicker than you want
it to be at the end. Remove the pan from the heat and stir well as
you add the vinegar. Leave to one side, and warm through briefly
while stirring.
Step Two: Batter up
Whisk all the batter ingredients together until light and fluffy. The
mixture should be fairly thick and leave a trail when the whisk is
lifted out of the batter.
Step Three: Can you smell fish?
Cut the fish into bite-sized pieces and toss in seasoned flour. Dip the
fish into the batter and fry in hot oil in a deep frying pan until golden
brown and crisp, about five minutes. Drain on a paper towel.
Step Four: Getting’ saucy
Serve the battered fish on top of boiled rice, covered with sweet and
sour sauce.

And you thought all Berlin had to offer was weird electro music
and blonde people! Dig in to this street style cook-up with friends.
There’s plenty others like this in King Adz’ book, The Urban
Cookbook, which profiles 50 street-food recipes, 25 urban talents
and five cities. Available through Thames and Hudson, $49.95.
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Xmas is just around the corner and what
better way to show someone you love them
than getting them a year and a half worth
of the beauty and enchantment that is
ACCLAIM. That’s six issues yo, a steal at $40.
And as always we’ve lined up some rad DVDs
for you to pick from this issue to sweeten
the deal! Better still, get yourself the
subscription and give them the DVD as the
gift, they’ll never know. OR…buy them
the subscription and keep that DVD. With
a selection this good you might wanna to
keep that shit for yourself.We have the
1984 hip-hop classic Beat Street, a bit of
reality action (don’t pretend you don’t
love a bit) with Flavor of Love to celebrate
Public Enemy’s impending trip down under,
Gunnin for that #1 Spot for all you b-ball
fans and To the Limit for those into extreme
shit. Something for everyone! International
readers can hit us at info@acclaimmag.com
or our site www.acclaimmag.com and we’ll
get our quote on.
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Maria Callas – Voice of the Century // DJ Premier – Signature Sounds Vol. 1 //
DJ Cam – Underground Vibes // Manic Street Preachers – This is My Truth Tell Me Yours
// Smashing Pumpkins – Adore.
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Alternatively, you can get this crackin’ online over at:
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